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BP has planned on a slow uptake of low carbon 
energy, a plan supported by its climate lobbying… 
 

For immediate release: BP publishes its latest Energy Outlook on January 25th, 2017 in which it 

"outlines the 'most likely' path for the global energy landscape".  In the wake of Royal Dutch Shell's 

November 2016 announcement that oil demand could peak in five years, investors will scrutinise BP’s 

views on oil in particular.  A November 2016 report1 assessed the climate risk disclosure and lobbying 

by the leading oil majors and found in general poor disclosure to investors, including by BP, on how 

the proliferation of renewable energy and electric vehicles (EV) would impact their two largest markets 

- fuel for vehicles and gas for power.  The analysis summarized in the table at the end found that 

companies are making vague disclosures whilst simultaneously aggressively lobbying to prevent 

policy favouring renewables and EVs.    

 

Here we provide an account on BP's existing predictions for EVs and renewables and its climate 

change lobbying activities, prior to its Energy Outlook release. 

 

"Following the Paris Agreement, investors want to know how oil and gas companies can survive, and 

even thrive, in the transition to a low carbon economy. This requires more detailed disclosure of the 

impact on asset portfolio resilience of low carbon scenarios including disruptive technologies, such as 

zero emissions vehicles. Investors also expect oil and gas companies to play a supportive role in 

developing public policy to support the transition.”  Leon Kamhi, Head of Responsibility, Hermes 
Investment Management 

 

 
                                                           
1 Oil Majors and Climate Risk: What Investors Need to Know, InfluenceMap, Nov 2016 

 
 
BP's Energy Outlook for 2017: 
Will it fully consider climate risk? 

http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/energy-outlook-2035.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-02/europe-s-biggest-oil-company-thinks-demand-may-peak-in-5-years
http://influencemap.org/report/Oil-Majors-and-Climate-Fraud-ea2a6a78ed809d2b5f83495e37828b5e
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BP's disclosures on renewables and EV penetration 

 Electric and hybrid vehicles: BP suggests oil will fuel 90% of all transport and electricity just 

1% in 2035, with electric vehicles (EVs) making up only 10% of the total increase in the global 

car fleet.  It expects automobile driven oil demand to, along with global car ownership, roughly 

double by 2035, with its optimistic scenarios for electric vehicle growth leading to only a 5% fall 

in demand for oil of current levels.  This is despite the fact that the California regulator wants 

100% EVs by 2035 and most automakers have ambitious roll out plans, like Honda which plans 

for 60% EVs and hybrids as soon as 2030.   
 

 Renewable energy: BP suggests renewables will generate 16% of global electricity and 9% of 

global energy in 2035.  However, in 2016 BP does not appear to have addressed the potential 

impacts on its business model deriving from the proliferation of renewable energy in its investor 

communications.  This contrasts with the International Energy Agency (IEA) which states that by 

2040 "In a scenario compatible with 2°C, significantly faster growth means that, in the four 

largest power markets (China, the United States, the European Union and India), variable 

renewables become the largest source of generation."  This appears to represent a significant 

disconnect with BP's estimations indicating either underestimation of renewables penetration or 

lack of conviction in a 2 o C scenario. 

BP's climate change lobbying 

BP is notable, along with other European energy majors, for top line support of a "price on carbon" 

while lobbying the details of enabling policy like reform of the EU ETS.  Evidence also suggests BP 

has been lobbying against EU renewable energy subsidies in the last few years. 

 Emissions Trading: BP has a clear position in favour of carbon pricing as the most efficient 

means to transition to a low carbon economy, which includes supporting the EU ETS.  It has 

however in a 2015 consultation with EU policy makers opposed the creation of a strong carbon 

price by advocating against key reforms such as the Market Stability Reserve, whilst continuing 

to stress carbon leakage concerns in an effort to secure free emission permits for industry.  

 

 GHG emissions Targets:  BP CEO Bob Dudley continues to stress economic and technical 

issues with reducing greenhouse gas emissions reductions in line with an IPCC demanded 

response to climate change.  The company warned against setting an ambitious EU GHG 

reduction target, in 2014 emphasizing whether competitors’ are making “comparable” efforts.  It 

also in 2015 reportedly lobbied against the EU Industrial Emissions Directive. 

 

 Renewable Energy Policy:  BP Chairman Carl-Henric Svanberd in 2015 stated that the 

company supports continuing renewable energy subsidies.  However, BP has opposed 

European renewable energy targets in various consultations and evidence released in 2015 and 

2016 suggests that the company was lobbying against EU renewable subsidies. 

http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q7-D7-c1a7d9e9a0a92e93dede0347a9398e90
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Electric-vehicles-91b4d6857c24adf5a203395be91ba373
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Electric-vehicles-91b4d6857c24adf5a203395be91ba373
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Faster-penetration-a8b91f01297a0e9a94e5565f2bb2fafe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Faster-penetration-a8b91f01297a0e9a94e5565f2bb2fafe
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-03/california-regulator-mary-nichols-may-transform-the-auto-industry
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-03/california-regulator-mary-nichols-may-transform-the-auto-industry
http://www.hybridcars.com/hondas-model-line-to-be-two-thirds-green-by-2030/
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q6-D1-3dbe35620081557dfc0df6f743c1df76
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q2-D4-97f0d1db19be4f857d434bf6dbe86347
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q2-D4-97f0d1db19be4f857d434bf6dbe86347
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q2-D4-97f0d1db19be4f857d434bf6dbe86347
http://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2016/november/world-energy-outlook-2016.html
http://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2016/november/world-energy-outlook-2016.html
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-2177719cf62ac220006575e79b98b10c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-emissions-trading-b7b8690a49452262262ad86619fe831a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-ETS-reform-a1a671a45ba22fa6f5c6d4856f599094
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q2-D6
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-ambitious-GHG-emissions-targets-de58113d4759f8e669dcb5068d216b4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-ce09f78890c6561197132c06bb60b0bd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-GHG-emissions-standards-90aa3b4b1abe80dc08b25a0739e8fe54
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Supporting-renewable-energy-legislation-46305f7c6bbfeeb43305ae8382a4b843
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-legislation-8d9280ec7cd633c784a431a0a1fcc9f1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-legislation-8f4c400fb41e1ed954b14969a356a49b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-legislation-b5673f9d003503ebb70244e8a463846f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-policy-57b77888c6fa8a0df81d28b0ecd53e35
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BP's lobbying by its trade associations 

BP along with the other oil and gas majors maintains a network of lobbying agents in the form of trade 

associations, globally.  Notable among them are the Western States Petroleum Association which has 

lobbied against Californian low carbon vehicle standards and the American Petroleum Institute which 

in the wake Trump's US victory is pushing hard to dismantle any climate related policy measures at 

the US federal level. 

 Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA): BP is a member of WSPA, which has over a 

number of years campaigned against Low Carbon Fuel Standards (LCFS) for vehicles, and two 

bills designed to reduce GHG emissions (AB 32 and SB 32) in California.  During BP’s 2016 

AGM, its CEO Bob Dudley made comments distancing BP from WSPA lobbying positions.   
 

 National Association of Manufacturers (NAM):  BP executive John Minge is on the Executive 

Committee of NAM.  NAM opposed US leadership on climate change and the US Clean Power 

Plan, including through a successful legal challenge.  In late 2016 NAM advocated to President 

Trump against the need for regulation to directly limit GHG emissions.  BP does not disclose its 

membership of NAM to investors through CDP despite being transparent about other 

organisations. 

 

 Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association (APPEA):  An executive of 

subsidiary of BP is on the board of APPEA.  APPEA, which welcomed the removed the 

Australian carbon tax, also in 2015 opposed the Renewable Energy Target, Energy Efficiency 

legislation and advocated for significant limits on the scope of the Australian Safeguard 

Mechanism. 

 

"The uptake of electric vehicles globally will be hugely important for oil majors like BP where fuel for 

vehicles accounts for up to 40% of revenue. California wants 100% electric vehicles by 2035 with the 

automakers articulating strong EV and hybrid roll out plans. In its latest annual report BP suggested 

oil will still fuel 90% of all transport by 2035, an estimate clearly misaligned with the plans of 

regulators and automakers like Toyota and Honda. Investors should look for updates on this in the 

2017 BP Energy Outlook."    Dylan Tanner, Executive Director, InfluenceMap 

 

  

http://influencemap.org/report/Trump-vs-the-US-Chamber-of-Commerce-6a9b08717c8cdc0b3fbb118960f18965
http://influencemap.org/influencer/Western-States-Petroleum-Association-WSPA/projectlink/Western-States-Petroleum-Association-WSPA-In-Climate-Change
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-GHG-emissions-standards-and-targets-c844a4e82dc80344fbc762c525ddc774
http://influencemap.org/score/Western-States-Petroleum-Association-WSPA-Q7-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/Western-States-Petroleum-Association-WSPA-Q7-D1
http://influencemap.org/evoke/26787/public_view
http://influencemap.org/score/National-Association-of-Manufacturing-NAM-Q11-D5
http://influencemap.org/score/National-Association-of-Manufacturing-NAM-Q11-D5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3aa133a59bf894d5e0cbc5ebbf879e93
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3aa133a59bf894d5e0cbc5ebbf879e93
http://influencemap.org/score/BP-Q12-D3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-carbon-tax-e40e84e1d33913b2cea7a05a50dfc961
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-legislation-44cd19e37fdc29e116f84cb8186bfb14
http://influencemap.org/score/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-Q8-D1-75f629ad4f29c4a98a8baaf7b0442948
http://influencemap.org/score/Australian-Petroleum-Production-Exploration-Association-APPEA-Q8-D1-75f629ad4f29c4a98a8baaf7b0442948
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-support-for-emissions-trading-10ef97431a1ed497deb2f167d4f2be38
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-support-for-emissions-trading-10ef97431a1ed497deb2f167d4f2be38
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The Oil Majors on the Future of Electric Vehicles and Renewables 

 
   

ExxonMobil <10% by 2040 10% by 2040 None 

Royal Dutch Shell Vague 30-40% by 2060 None 

BP Vague 16% by 2035 None 

Total None None None 

Eni None 33% by 2040 Vague 

Chevron None None None 

Statoil 25-30% by 2040 Vague 5% lower 

 
Toyota 100% of sales will be electric and hybrids by 2050 

VW 20-25% of sales will be electric and hybrids by 2025 

Nissan 20% of European sales will be electric by 2020 

Honda 60% of sales will be electric and hybrids by 2030 

"None" indicates no disclosure.  "Vague" indicates disclosures are not quantitative or comparable with external 

benchmarks. All data from 2015 annual reports and regulatory financial filings.   

 
Exxon and Statoil estimates are for plug in hybrids (PHV) and electric vehicles (EV) combined. 
Automakers' targets are for their own fleets.  Full details for automakers in Appendix B of report. 

 
Estimate of renewable energy share of electric power generation globally.   Exxon includes only solar 
and wind in its projection.   

 Policy on how climate risk may affect the value of oil and gas reserves. 

 

ENDS 

About InfluenceMap 
In addition to our continually updated rankings of over 200 leading global companies on their behavior 

towards climate regulations, we publish sector reports in response to user need and news trends.  Our 

detailed analysis feeds into CDP sector reports and is used by over 100 investors such as Legal & General in 

its new 'climate tilted' Future World Fund, as an assessment criteria. 

Dylan Tanner, Executive Director Thomas O’Neill, Research Director 

dylan.tanner@influencemap.org thomas.oneill@influencemap.org 

+44 7910 765485 +44 7468 433360 
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https://www.cdp.net/en/investor/sector-research
http://www.legalandgeneralgroup.com/media-centre/press-releases/press-releases.asp?newsid=2973
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